
50% discount for kids 12 years old or younger (free access for babies) 

Beach timetables H. 11.00 - 19.00

 PRICE 

LIST 

SUMMER 

2023

AREAS PRICE

SINGLE ENTRY IN RELAX AREA  
(MONDAY - FRIDAY)

€ 16

€ 24

€ 36

SINGLE ENTRY IN RELAX AREA  
(WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS)

SINGLE ENTRY IN EXCLUSIVE  
AREA ALL INCLUSIVE

BEACH

Enjoy the beach



BOATS*

BOATS*

IDEA MARINE 58 WA  
YAMAHA 40/70 CV

WHALY PERFORMANCE  
HONDA 40/60 CV

WHALY SMART  
HONDA 20 CV

WHALY ADVANCED  
HONDA 40 CV

MARINE FISHING  
TOHATSU 15 CV

CAPELLI CAP500 OPEN 
EVINRUDE 40 CV

7

8

5

ON 
CONSUMPTION

ON 
CONSUMPTION

ON 
CONSUMPTION

INCLUDED

INCLUDED

INCLUDED

7

7

4

MAX  
PEOPLE

MAX  
PEOPLE

DAILY  
(H.10,00-18,30)

DAILY  
(H.10,00-18,30)

WEEKLY

WEEKLY

FUEL

FUEL**

RENTING BOATS

PREMIUM

ADVENTURE

HALF DAY 
 (H.9,30-14,00 | H.14,30-19,00)

HALF DAY  
(H.9,30-14,00 | H.14,30-19,00)

*A boat licence is not required to rent our boats.  

**“Fuel included” means an initial full tank.

GROUP PROMO

DELIVERY PROMO 

€ 290 € 380 € 2200

€ 180

€ 170

€ 160

€ 150

€ 120

€ 220

€ 210

€ 200

€ 190

€ 160

€ 1250

€ 1100

€ 950

€ 900

€ 750

- 10%

ONLY 40€

ON THE RENTAL PRICE OF 2 OR MORE BOATS ON THE SAME DAY

(NOT COMBINABLE WITH OTHER INITIATIVES)

WE DELIVER YOUR BOAT WHEREVER YOU WANT



FOR INFO AND RESERVATIONS:

VIA NOVARA, 152 

28887 OMEGNA (VB)
EXPLORABEACH INFO@EXPLORABEACH.COM

EXPLORABEACH.COM +39 351.5497975

SUP, KAYAK & E-BIKE

SUP STANDARD JOBE  

JOBE E-SUP

DOUBLE/FISHING KAYAK

SUP FAMILY JOBE

SINGLE KAYAK

1 HOUR
DAILY 

(H.10,00-18,30)

RENTING WATERSPORT EQUIPMENT

HALF DAY  
(H.10,00-14,00 | H.14,30-18,30)

€ 62

€ 62

€ 38

€ 56

€ 28

€ 24

€ 14

€ 24

€ 48

€ 86

€ 86

€ 48

€ 68

€ 14 € 38

€ 60  E-BOAT  (MAX 3 PEOPLE, 1 BATTERY CHARGE INCLUDED) 



 INFO & DETAILS

BEACH

RELAX AREA 

Private and exclusive spaces, from 2 to 6 people, with large african straw umbrellas and comfortable sun loungers.

EXCLUSIVE ALL INCLUSIVE AREA 

Private and exclusive spaces, from 2 to 10 people, with large african straw umbrellas and comfortable sun loungers. Guests in these areas are entitled  

to free use of all our numerous watersport & fun equipment based on availability, with the exception of Electric Sups and of E-Boats.

BEACH AREA 

Spaces on the beach with access to the lake equipped with comfortable sun loungers without umbrellas, with the possibility of choosing between areas  

in the sun or in the shade.

BARBECUE AREA 

Upon reservation, on our beaches guests can use our barbecue areas equipped with all the necessary equipment for the grill (wood, charcoal, utensils...). 

There is also a small kiosk where everyone can buy water, soft drinks, wines, beers, coffee, etc.

EXCLUSIVE RENT 

By reservation we also allow the use our beaches in the evening, or the exclusive rental for private parties, corporate team building activities, etc.   

Contact us for more information and costs.

RENTING - BOATS

IDEA MARINE 58 Walk Around (Cabin cruiser) 

Spacious and equipped with every comfort: cabin with the sofa and the cushions, large front and rear sundeck with table to have lunch on the lake, mini fridge, 

powerful stereo system, shower and depth sounder. (Max occupancy: 7 person | Lenght 5,80 mt. | Engine Yamaha 40/70 cv | PETS NOT ALLOWED | DEPOSIT 400 

EURO).

CAPELLI CAP500 (Open) 

Entirely open with large front sundeck, it will make you feel at the center of the lake; the comfortable wooden platforms flush with the lake will give you a moment 

of pleasure in contact with the water and the view. (Max occupancy: 7 person | Lenght 5 mt. | Engine Evinrude 40 cv | PETS NOT ALLOWED | DEPOSIT 200 EURO).

WHALY PERFORMANCE (Rigid inflatable boat) 

For speed and adventure lovers, this vehicle will allow you to make even more in contact with the lake. Equipped with awning and comfortable sundeck, this 

version is equipped with a very powerful motor and with the opening bow, arriving to transport up to 8 people without difficulty. (Max occupancya: 8 person | 

Lenght 4,55 mt | Engine Honda 40/60 cv | PETS ALLOWED | DEPOSIT 150 EURO)

WHALY ADVANCED (Rigid inflatable boat) 

Thanks to the very resistant material of the boat and its particular functionality (opening of the bow flush) you can move freely and access all the beaches in 

total autonomy. (Max occupancy: 7 person | Lenght 4,55 mt. | Engine Honda 40 cv | PETS ALLOWED | DEPOSIT 150 EURO).

WHALY SMART (Rigid inflatable boat) 

Very easy to drive is suitable for both a couple for a relaxing day, both for a family with children. It can also be set up on request for fishing on the lake.  

(Max occupancy: 5 person | Lenght 4,35 mt | Engine Honda 20 cv | PETS ALLOWED | DEPOSIT 150 EURO)

MARINE (Fishing) 

We offer lake fishing lovers a light and fast motor boat for big fish adventures. (Max occupancy: 4 person | Lenght 4,30 mt | Engine Tohatsu 15 cv | PETS ALLOWED | 

DEPOSIT 50 EURO)

RENTING – WATER SPORT EQUIPMENT

SUP STANDARD JOBE: our high quality stand-up-paddle will lead you to the waters of the lake.

SUP FAMILY JOBE: special stand-up-paddle that carries up to 7 people, ideal for a group experience.

JOBE E-SUP: this is the next step in the evolution of the sup! They are equipped with a battery-powered motor, able to make you “slide” on the water with extreme 

ease.

SINGLE/DOUBLE KAYAK: we offer those who love the comfort our kayaks in single/double version.

FISHING KAYAK: technical kayaks equipped with comfortable compartments and rod holders.

E-BOAT: small rigid inflatable boat with electric engine to explore the surroundings in complete silence.


